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 avi), MP4 (including .mp4), MP3, WAV, WMA, ASF, and FLAC formats. BSR's picture and movie studio offers lots of
editing choices. Select from items in the list below. In addition, you can also choose from a range of transition and effects, such
as cross dissolve and fade to black. You are able to apply crop, resize, rotation, and adjust brightness/contrast/saturation to your

footage. Should you need to, you may also add a title and description to your video. For a list of all effects, click here. Using
BSR's photo and video editor, you'll be able to add an audio track, which includes capturing from microphone, line in, and file
audio, and choose any of the following transitions: blur, dissolve, wipe, and fade. Choose from various effects, such as picture-
in-picture, title, lightbox, and more. Also, you will be able to add borders, shadows, and frames. Also, the digital video effects

from BSR photo and video editor include: Deinterlace, slow motion, sharpen, fade in and out, blue and green filter, and reverse.
BSR Photo and Video Editor allows you to modify and save your recordings into audio, video and photo formats. Should you
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want to include a fade between images, or cross dissolve between video clips, you can do so in BSR Photo and Video Editor.
BSR can save photos to JPEG (including JPG and JPE), GIF (including GIF and GIP), PNG (including PNG and PNM), RAW,
BMP (including BMP and BMF), and the format of your choice. Video can be saved into AVI (including DivX and .avi), MP4
(including .mp4), MP3, WAV, WMA, ASF, and FLAC formats. BSR has the ability to assist you to convert video files, which

includes AVI, MP4, WMV, MP3, WMA, WAV, as well as TS, AVI, MP4, ASF, FLV, MOV, and 3GP file formats.
Additionally, the app has the ability to split files, split video clip and also merge several video files. You can also easily create a

slideshow. BSR Screen Recorder allows you to easily capture and record screen video from your devices 520fdb1ae7
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